
                                        

Name of project: Collective owned PV-plant
COUNTRY

Sweden

City of project: Sala-Heby

Size/ region affected  Sweden

Type of project

[theoretical / practical]:
Collective owned PV-plant, initiative by the local utility

Targeted technique

PV/Solar thermal/Solar

Passive/Solar Air

conditioning

PV 

Period/ starting date 2009

Contact institution with

Internet links

(if available)

http://www.solelisalaheby.se/ (in Swedish)

Photo / drawings /

overview

Photo from: http://www.sheab.se/index.php/nyheter/solel_i_heby/

General Project

Description

Sala-Heby Energi AB wanted, as the first energy supplier in Sweden, offer its

customers to trade with electricity from the sun. A number of options were

presented to Sala-Heby Energi AB customers and a specific offer was made. Solel

i Sala och Heby Ekonomisk förening was formed in the spring of 2009 as a result

of this work. The first co-owned photovoltaic facility was built in September 2009

and the second in july 2010. A third is planned in spring 2011.

The formation of Solel i Sala and Heby ekonomiska förening shows that it is

possible to take advantage of a local interest in solar electricity and turn it into

concrete construction of large photovoltaic systems. It also shows that it can be

done in a relatively short time, which of course is of great value.



                                        

Solel i Sala and Heby ekonomisk förening is the first of its kind in Sweden and will

hopefully inspire and pave the way for similar organizations around the country

with an increased trade with solar electricity as a result.

Initiator/project idea Sala-Heby Energy (SHE)

Financing Investor Private

Service Provider
Solel i Sala och Heby ekonomisk förening (The society of solar electricity

in Sala and Heby)
Other parties involved (eg.

departments)
Sala-Heby Energi (SHE)

Partner responsible for

Best Practice description LUND UNIVERSITY    

SWOT Analysis

Strengths

 The development of the system was made by the local utility with the interest of

using solar electricity by the local people as the base. The realization of the built

PV-plant was fast from the first discussions to the operating plant. 

 The profit is re-invested the first 5 years, so the PV-plant and production of solar

electricity will increase.

Weakness

 The pre-assumption is a very interested utility, which buys the produce electricity

for a high price and supports the activities.

Opportunities

 Stimulation of PV market. Other cities and utilities can use a similar concept.

Threats

 Changes in laws e.g. regarding taxes

Improvements

 Sweden has a complicated system for selling electricity which may be improved.


